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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:

• Stamps: Scary Cute (159850), Scary Cute Bundle (159852)
• Inks: Tuxedo Black Memento Ink (132708)
• Cardstock: Basic Black (121045), Basic White (159276), Pumpkin Pie (105117)
• Designer Paper: Gingham Cottage (159651), Celebrate Everything (Host) (159913)
• Accessories: 
• Tools: Paper Trimmer (152392), Very Best Trio Punch (159878), Mini Stampin' Cut & Emboss Machine (150673), Scary Silhouettes 

Dies (159851), Stamperatus (146276), Paper Snips (103579), Pumpkin Pie Blends (154897), Stampin' Seal (152813), Black Stampin' 
Dimensionals Combo Pack (150893)

• Miscellaneous: Treat (Oreo Treat pack used here)



INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Cut a piece of Basic Black CS 8 1/2" x 3 1/4".  Score at 1/2", 1 1/2", 3 1/2", 4 1/2".  Punch the top two corners using the Very Best Trio 
Punch. Cut a piece of Celebrate Everything DSP (with pumpkins and ghost) to 3" x 1 3/4".  Using Pumpkin Pie Blends color the 
pumpkins. Punch the top two corners with the same punch. Using a piece of the Gingham Cottage (black and white squares) cut a piece 3" 
x 3/4" and a piece 3" x 1 3/4".

   

2. Adhere the pumpkin and ghost piece to the inside top of black base.
    

   

3. Flip base over and attach the other two pieces as shown in picture. Add adhesive to the 1/2" tab at bottom.

   

4. Fold under the tab and fold up as shown to attach and make the outer box.

   

5. Cut a piece of Basic Black CS to 3" x 2 1/2" and punch top two corners. Cut a piece of Pumpkin Pie CS to 2 3/4" x 2 1/4" and punch 
top two corners. Stamp the image from the Scary Cute Stamp Set in Memento Black onto the Pumpkin Pie CS. (Using the Stamperatus 
will insure that your image will be as black as you want by stamping more than once in the same place.) Stamp the saying onto a scrap 
piece of Basic White. Cut the saying out along with three bats using the Scary Silhouettes Dies.

   

6. Attach the saying to the Pumpkin Pie piece with Small Black Dimensionals. Attach everything else with adhesive as shown.

   

7. Adhere this to the front of your box.

   

8. Cut a piece of Basic Black to 4 7/8" x 4 13/16". On the 4 7/8" side, score at 15/16" from both ends. On the 4 13/16' side score at 1 
15/16" from both ends. Using Paper Snips, snip into where lines meet from both ends, trim tabs. Using the Gingham Cottage DSP cut two 
pieces 2 3/4" x 1 3/4". Cut two pieces 1 3/4" x 3/4".

   

9. Fold up box and adhere together with adhesive. Attach the DSP pieces.

   

10. Your Scary Cute Slider Treat Box is now complete. Ready to be filled with fun treats. Change up the colors and DSP for any occasion.

   
   

   I hope you have enjoyed my project this week.  If you have any questions please feel free to reach me at tdjd1979@gmail.com. 
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